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Launching the Brand New Model of Escape-739

A brand new model for 2019 is here! Cal Spas is always innovating and
upgrading our features to give you the best hydrotherapy experience
possible. The Escape-739 is a seven-foot spa that fits up to six adults.
Enjoy a 2-pump system using 39 Exclusive Velocity Jets, operating at 240
volts.
Each seat has different jet placement for maximum hydrotherapy. The
Escape-739 has a one full size lounger, two captain seats, and three bench
seats. Comes standard with four Y-pillows, Perimeter Lighting, and a Curved
Cascading LED Waterfall. The Escape-739 comes equipped with a 50 sq. ft.
Bio-Clean filter to maintain cleanliness.
The Cal Spas WhisperHotTM Heating System uses 5.5kW Titanium Heater to
keep the EC-739 maintained at the perfect temperature throughout the year.
Intuitively control the temperature, exclusive features, and powerful jets with
the Whisper PowerTM Touch1.
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Heat is locked in with Thermo-Shield Insulation Side Panels and Thermo-Layer
Floor with ABS liner. The Cal PreferredTM Vertical Panels Cabinets mimic the
look of natural wood and is a beautiful finish to the spa, comes in the color
choice of Mahogany, Smoke, or Mist. The EC-739 also comes standard with a
4” to 2.5” Spa Cover available in the colors of Gray or Slate.
The EC-739 comes standard with everything possible to enhance health,
entertainment, and so much more. However, Cal Spas offers many options to
provide more features to boost each session. Choose to upgrade the EC-739
with the ATSTM Seat, AATTM Seat, C-LightTM, Wi-FiTM, and FreedomTM Sound
System and more.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ® Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces premium
collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona, California
and distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers. The Cal
Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal
Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high-end
barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and fire pits.
Learn about Home Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at
www.calspas.com.

